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We demonstrate a resonant optical trapping mechanism based on two-dimensional hollow photonic
crystal cavities. This approach benefits simultaneously from the resonant nature and unprecedented field
overlap with the trapped specimen. The photonic crystal structures are implemented in a 30 mm 6 12 mm
optofluidic chip consisting of a patterned silicon substrate and an ultrathin microfluidic membrane for
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particle injection and control. Firstly, we demonstrate permanent trapping of single 250 and 500 nm-sized
particles with sub-mW powers. Secondly, the particle induces a large resonance shift of the cavity mode
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amounting up to several linewidths. This shift is exploited to detect the presence of a particle within the
trap and to retrieve information on the trapped particle. The individual addressability of multiple cavities
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on a single photonic crystal device is also demonstrated.

Introduction
Optical tweezers as demonstrated by Ashkin and Dziedzic1,2
has been widely applied in a variety of physical3–5 and
biological studies.6,7 It would be of high interest to extend
the features of these free space tweezers onto an integrated
platform for two major reasons. Firstly, the ability of
miniaturization to replicate the current functionalities on a
single chip minimises the need for bulk optics. Secondly, to
overcome the Abbe’s diffraction limit that prevents the
trapping of smaller sized particles such as proteins and
viruses with reasonable powers. The demonstration of such an
integrated counterpart of free space optical tweezers is a goal
that has been a long pursued by various research groups.8–12
There have been many applications predominantly exploiting
the evanescent field of an optical mode in waveguides and in
cavities.13–15 The major limitation of these approaches lies in
the fact that the overlap of the optical field on the particle is
minimal, requiring the use of very large input powers. An ideal
integrated optical trap would make use of ultralow trapping
powers, be able to keep the particle suspended away from any
surface, be exclusive16 and be particle specific.
In this work, we make use of an integrated optical trap
based on a hollow photonic crystal (HPhC) optical nanocavity17–19 that can trap a particle within a stable volume at submW trapping powers. This is achieved by simultaneously
exploiting the resonant and hollow natures of the cavity.20 The
nature of this cavity permits the storing of optical energy
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beyond diffraction limits and the hollow volume allows for a
maximum overlap of the particle with the confined optical
field. This arrangement leads to the interplay between the
trapped particle and the trapping field forming the basis of
Self Induced Trapping (SIT).21 The dependence of SIT on the
particle-induced perturbation renders it intrinsically exclusive
and particle specific, features that are beyond the reach of
standard optical tweezers.16 This perturbation, when measured could also provide interesting and relevant information
on the particle under study.
Here, we present the permanent optical trapping of
dielectric particles of 250 nm and 500 nm diameters with
trapping powers as low as 360 mW and 120 mW respectively. We
also propose and experimentally demonstrate a single particle
detector that can enumerate and track particles. Finally we
extend the trapping scheme to incorporate the addressability
of multiple traps with different wavelengths. We also give
proposals for the size, shape and refractive index specific
trapping of particles using our resonant optical trap.

Methods
The HPhC cavity consists of a circular defect17 of 700 nm in a
hexagonal lattice of a 2D photonic crystal (PhC) membrane as
seen in Fig. 1(b). The cavities are integrated within an
optofluidic22–28 chip of 30 6 12 mm (see Fig. 1(c)) comprising
of a silicon substrate and an ultrathin PDMS membrane
dedicated to the transport and control of the particles as
shown in Fig. 1(d) and the ESI3. The structures are fabricated
on a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) wafer. It consists of a 220 nm
silicon layer and a 2 mm sacrificial silica layer on the silicon
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the optofluidic chip and the experimental setup. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of a HPhC structure, lattice constant 420 nm, filling factor
30%, showing the circular cavity side-coupled with a PhC W1 waveguide. (c) Photograph of the optofluidic chip when fully assembled. The chip dimensions are 30 6
12 6 1.5 mm excluding the 4 mm thick PDMS interconnect. (d) Photograph of the ultrathin PDMS membrane, 170 mm thick, before positioning.

substrate. The photonic crystal pattern is first defined with a
resist (ZEP520) with the aid of electron beam lithography. After
development, the pattern is further transferred onto the
silicon layer by dry etching with a gas mixture of SF6 and
C4F8. The final step consists of the removal of the sacrificial
SiO2 layer by buffered hydrofluoric acid wet etching leaving a
free standing PhC membrane of 220 nm.
The PDMS membrane shown in Fig. 1(d) serves two major
functions. Firstly, it allows for the accurate injection and
transport of the nanoparticles towards the optical cavities and
secondly, it maintains high quality optical imaging from the
top of the sample. It is fabricated following standard soft
lithography processes.29 A first PDMS layer, 30 mm thick, is
spin coated onto a silicon wafer comprising a positive
photoresist (AZ9260) mould. Meanwhile, a second PDMS
membrane, 140 mm thick, is spin coated onto a negative
photoresist (SU8) mould on a silicon wafer. The thicker layer,
including the control channels, is then deposited on the
thinner layer, which carries the infiltration channel (120 nL).
The total microfluidic layer that has been developed is
considerably thinner than standard approaches and hence
offers great advantages in terms of the footprint of the final
device. The flexibility and deformability of the thin PDMS
membrane means it must be handled very carefully.
Nevertheless, it still proves to be compatible with valve
actuation either in standard or peristaltic mode. The
assembled microfluidic layer is finally aligned and placed on
the photonic crystal chip and a 4 mm thick PDMS interconnect
is added to allow stable injection and pressure control.
The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The assembled optofluidic chip is connected to a
fibre-coupled tuneable laser diode around 1.5 mm. The laser
light is injected into the optofluidic chip using tapered optical
fibres. The light is then guided towards the photonic crystal
structures through a ridge waveguide. A W1 waveguide,30
which consists of a missing row of holes within the 2D
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triangular lattice, allows the laser excitation to be guided
through the PhC structure, as seen in Fig. 1(b). A large
proportion of the light confined in the waveguide couples to
the hollow cavity through evanescent side coupling. More
details on photonic crystal cavity-waveguide coupling can be
found in the literature.31 The light transmitted through the
PhC structures is then extracted following a similar path at the
other end of the device and directed towards a near-infrared
detector where the signal is recorded. In the meantime,
fluorescent imaging of the nanoparticles near the cavities is
performed. An Argon laser (emission wavelength: 488 nm) is
used to excite the fluorescence of the particles. The fluorescence emission centred on 570 nm is collected through an oil
immersion objective (Leica, 1006, numerical aperture 1.4)
and imaged onto an EMCCD camera (ImagEM 512,
Hamamatsu). This configuration allows for a sub-20 nm
resolution tracking of the centroid position of the particles
at frame rates of over 100 frames per second (fps). Finally, the
ultrathin microfluidic membrane allows complex manipulation of particles between different cavities with the aid of
auxiliary optical tweezers (Ti:sapphire laser, emission wavelength 850 nm).
The experiment is performed as follows: a diluted solution
of polystyrene particles (refractive index 1.59) is injected inside
the microfluidic channel using a slight overpressure of 4 PSI.
The velocity of the particles at this stage, without extra flow
control can reach several millimetres per second. It is
therefore crucial to be able to slow down and eventually arrest
the flow of particles in the vicinity of the HPhC devices. A set of
pneumatically controlled valves29 positioned above the
entrance and exit of the channel has been integrated for this
purpose. Typical working pressures of 7 PSI are usually more
than enough to arrest the particles, leaving them in their
natural Brownian motion. Peristaltic actuation of these valves
also allows for controlled injection of the particles in volumes
of the order of 500 pL per cycle. In the meantime, the HPhC
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guided power in the W1 waveguide next to the cavity using the
experimental values for waveguide propagation losses and
reflection coefficients at the interfaces. Estimated guided
powers as low as 120 mW for 500 nm particles were sufficient to
maintain stable trapping for tens of minutes. In comparison
with standard optical tweezers, this corresponds to a decrease
in trapping power of approximately three orders of magnitude.32 As can be seen in the supplementary videos,3 the
circular cavity allows for the trapping of only one particle at a
given time. This exclusivity arises due to three factors. Firstly,
the geometric limitation imposed by the circular cavity
permits only a single particle in the stable region. Secondly,
the trapping volume comprises of a cylinder (radius: 350 nm,
height: 600 nm, volume: 0.2 mm) corresponding to the volume
where the particle experiences strong optical forces. Thirdly, in
the presence of two or more particles, the perturbation caused
by the addition of dielectric material in the cavity would cause
a large shift in the resonance wavelength resulting in the
decoupling of optical energy, which eventually scales down the
optical forces rapidly.
Single particle detection

Fig. 2 FEM computation of the electric field distribution with a 500 nm particle
placed in the centre of the cavity. (a) In-plane cross section showing the large
overlap of the electromagnetic field with the particle. (b) Vertical cross section
showing the out-of-plane extent of the cavity field. The dotted white lines
represent the limits of the trapping volume.

cavities are resonantly excited through the side coupled optical
fibres. At this juncture, the particles are either free to be
trapped by the confined optical field (Fig. 2) in the cavity
volume or can be directed towards the HPhC cavity by auxiliary
optical tweezers operating from the top.

Results and discussion
Single particle trapping
When a particle is hovering in the neighbourhood of the
cavity, while being resonantly excited, the optical gradient
force pulls the particle towards the central region of the cavity.
At appropriate excitation powers, it can then remain stably
trapped for very long times in the order of tens of minutes
without any sign of apparent structural damage or photobleaching. This can be observed in Fig. 3 and movies S1 and S2
(see ESI3). It is possible to accurately evaluate the amount of
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The refractive index contrast due to the presence of a single
dielectric particle inside the cavity volume creates an
instantaneous perturbation of the eigenmode. One manifestation of this perturbation is a red-shift of the resonance
wavelength of the cavity.
The magnitude of this shift is a function of the cavity field
overlap with the particle and therefore it depends on the size,
refractive index and shape. This shift can amount to several
cavity linewidths. In our experiment,20 for a quality factor (Q)
of 2000 in water, equivalent to a cavity linewidth of 0.8 nm, the
maximum resonant shift observed due to the particle presence
is around 1.8 nm. This corresponds to more than twice the
cavity linewidth. Consequently, for an appropriately detuned
wavelength, it is possible to record large dynamic changes in
the power transmitted through the device, as can be observed
in Fig. 4(a). For instance, by exciting the HPhC cavity at the
empty resonance wavelength, a particle traversing the hollow
region will generate a sharp spike in the transmission signal as
seen in Fig. 4(b). Integrating this transmission signal with a
simple digital counter can provide a very efficient platform for
single particle detection and enumeration. In addition, the
motion of the particle within the cavity volume can also be
tracked with the prior knowledge of the relationship between
the position of the particle and the induced perturbation as
shown in Fig. 4(c). This interesting feature brings noise
spectrum analysis and feedback stabilized optical trapping
within reach.
Particle-cavity back-action and 1D optical cage
The resonant nature of the trap gives rise to particularly
interesting properties. Most significantly, it is possible to trap
a particle in a spectral region spanning only a few cavity
linewidths. The mutual interaction between the cavity field
and the trapped particle, results in the fact that this spectral
region is not centred on the empty resonance wavelength but
on a red-shifted value of more than one linewidth for the 500
nm sized particle. In addition, the power required for stable
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Fig. 3 Resonant optical trapping in a HPhC. (a) Optical trapping of a 250 nm particle in a hollow cavity. The particle is held within the cavity with an estimated guided
power of 360 mW. The particle is steadily held for 2 min before the resonant excitation is switched off, allowing the particle to escape. (b) Optical trapping of a 500 nm
particle. The same experiment as in (a) is reproduced with a larger particle for 10 min. The difference in contrast between (a) and (b) arises from the fact that the
smaller particles possess fewer fluorescent markers.

trapping reaches a minimum when the excitation laser is
detuned by approximately one cavity linewidth. This can be
understood via the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 5. It has been
measured experimentally that a particle located in the centre
of the cavity volume shifts the resonant wavelength of the
system by more than two linewidths.
As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), a one-linewidth detuned excitation
couples only minimal energy to the cavity mode. As a
consequence, the particle experiences a very small electromagnetic field and almost no optomechanical forces. If the
particle is displaced towards the outer region, the particle
induced shift decreases rapidly, leading to an increase of
energy in the cavity mode and hence the build up of a
restoring force, pulling the particle back to the central region
(Fig. 5(b)). This intricate phenomenon can be visualized as a
1D optical cage. This novel trapping mechanism is capable of
holding a particle trapped in a volume in suspension while, at
the same time, exposing it to very little optical energy on
average.
Single particle manipulation and analysis
In the previous section, we have demonstrated the principle
behind a single hollow cavity detecting and trapping particles
exclusively. Extending this feature to multiple traps is made
possible by appropriately placing other cavities in the same
PhC device. For instance, a 10 6 12 mm on-chip active region
comprises of 100 PhC devices. Any of these devices, 100 mm
long, could potentially hold up to 20 individually addressable
cavities, separated in the wavelength spectrum by more than a
full cavity linewidth. In Fig. 6, the trapping operation involving
two such neighbouring cavities is shown. Here, two cavities are
adjacently placed with their resonances separated by a few
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linewidths (10 nm). The particle is stably trapped in the first
cavity at its corresponding resonance wavelength (1568 nm)
and is released as soon as the excitation wavelength is changed
to that of the resonance of the second cavity (1578 nm). Similar
behaviour can be observed for the second cavity. This
configuration along with the compatibility of the chip
operating with auxiliary optical tweezers through the thin
microfluidic membrane opens the door to complex manipulation schemes.

Discussion
The amount of perturbation caused by the particle to the cavity
is central to the features demonstrated above. The differentiation of this perturbation allows the detection and trapping of
the particle by merely adjusting the excitation wavelength. In
Fig. 7, the variation of the cavity resonance to particle size,
refractive index and shape has been numerically computed
and clearly illustrates this trend. The addition of a single
dielectric particle within the cavity volume creates a local
perturbation that affects the eigenfrequency of the system.
This results in a red-shift of the resonance wavelength of the
cavity mode. The FEM solver solves for the global eigenfrequency of the cavity-particle system by solving the Maxwell’s
equations in the computational volume. It is possible to obtain
the resonance shifts by tracking this global eigenfrequency for
different values of the refractive index of the particle. It is
important to note that in the case of a single 500 nm particle,
the resonance shift lies in the order of the experimental cavity
linewidth of 0.8 nm. This is well within the reach of the
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Fig. 4 Single particle detection and tracking. (a) Dynamic resonance wavelength shift recorded over time as a particle is resonantly trapped inside the cavity. The
greyscale image corresponds to the record of the transmitted power through the HPhC structure. The darkest region denotes a dip in transmission associated with the
instantaneous position of the resonance wavelength. An experimental red-shift of 1.8 nm is recorded. (b) Experimental record of transmission through the structure
when a particle is moving swiftly through the cavity as illustrated in the inset. The input wavelength is red detuned from the empty resonance and the power is below
the trapping threshold. (c) Experimental record of transmission through the structure when a particle is trapped inside the cavity. The input wavelength is red
detuned from the empty resonance but the power is above the trapping threshold. The observed fluctuations are the signature of the constrained Brownian motion
of the particle in the resonant trap.

Fig. 5 Illustration of the 1D optical cage. (a) The particle is located at the centre of the cavity. The resonance wavelength shift prevents the detuned excitation from
coupling to the optical cavity mode. (b) The particle moves towards the outer region out of Brownian motion. The resonance wavelength shift decreases rapidly
leading to a large coupling of energy to the optical mode and the appearance of a strong restoring force. (c) As the particle is driven towards the central region again,
light is decoupled from the cavity mode through the same mechanism, leading to the situation described in (a). In all cases the position of the black circle corresponds
to the amount of energy coupled to the optical mode at a given time.
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Fig. 6 Addressability of a cavity array. (a) SEM micrograph of a PhC structure comprising of two independent cavities, 720 nm and 700 nm in the diameter for cavity 1
and 2 respectively. (b) Schematic illustration of the spectral separation of the two resonant wavelengths, l1 = 1568 nm and l2 = 1578 nm. (c) Snapshots
demonstrating a particle being trapped in cavity 1 until the excitation wavelength is switched to l2, leading to the release of the particle. (d) Similar demonstration as
in (c) with cavity 2.

achievable resolution limit for state-of-the-art on-chip spectrometers.33,34 This property can be used to separate particles of
different sizes or to separate particles of identical sizes but of
different refractive indices. In the case of the range of values
shown in Fig. 7(b), the induced perturbation remains quite
small and the shift response is a linear function. As seen from
Fig. 7(b), the single particle sensitivity for the detection of a
500 nm particle shows a value of 11 nm/RIU. From this figure,
the minimum refractive index change that could be measured
with the cavity lies in the order of 0.02 RIU assuming a halflinewidth resolution (Qnumerical = 3300). Fig. 7(c) shows that
such a system might also be capable of separating particles
that are identical in volume and refractive index but with
different form factors.

By performing refractive index measurements, we demonstrate a completely label-free single particle detector platform.
Conversely, the HPhC trap approach enables the possibility to
capture an unknown particle using a well-chosen detuned
wavelength while simultaneously performing optical measurements of the induced perturbation. This can be easily
implemented using two lasers, in a ‘‘trap and sense’’
configuration. The size and refractive indices of the particles
used in our experiment easily fall within those of a variety of
biological entities such as viruses,2,35,36 cell organelles37 and
small bacteria.38,39
A further significant advantage of using HPhC devices to
trap particles lies in the inherent scalability of the PhC
properties. The sizes and wavelengths can be scaled down to
other semiconductor platforms like gallium nitride40 in the

Fig. 7 Computation of the 3D FEM where a particle is placed in the centre of the hollow cavity volume and is displaced along the vertical axis until the particle is far
away from the optical near field. The particle-induced perturbation resulting in a resonance shift is computed for (a). Particles of a similar refractive index (1.59) but
varying diameters (b). A 500 nm particle with varying refractive index and (c) resonance shift associated with ellipsoidal particles with different aspect ratios but with a
constant refractive index (1.59) and volume. The first point on the left corresponds to a 400 nm sphere.
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visible wavelength region where the smaller size of the cavity
could facilitate the trapping of particles in the order of 50–100 nm.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated a powerful and versatile platform
involving an integrated optical resonant trap that can detect
and manipulate sub-mm sized particles for extended periods of
time with very little optical energy exposure. The simultaneous
trapping and induced resonance shifts have potential in new
studies such as the refractive index measurement of biological
matter such as cell organelles and viruses. The suspended
feature of the trap allows the specimen to be unaffected by the
surface chemistry. The long trapping times along with very
small residual Brownian motion should be of significant
interest for studies that use spatially resolved spectroscopy. It
could also bring prospects for two- or multi-photon microscopy where the cavity field could be used to generate the
fluorescence excitation. The addressability of multiple traps
and the compatibility with standard CMOS processes brings
immediate access to various exciting on-chip biological
analysis applications in the near future.
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